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SAFETY DATA SHEET ISSUES 
(SDS)

1. Check which type of safety data sheet (SDS) you have received

• If you have received a substance-related SDS, check whether your use for the substance is covered in 
section 1 of the SDS and make sure you comply with the basic occupational health and safety provi-
sions.

• If you have received an (extended) SDS that contains exposure scenarios, you must check whether 
these cover your use conditions.

2. Does the extended SDS cover your use conditions?

• Define your own use conditions with the Use Descriptor System (UDS). This is provided by the Europe-
an Chemicals Agency (ECHA) as a guide. It takes numerous usage processes and sectors into account, 
is very flexible and allows more than a million combinations of usage.

• It is based on five separate categories. Each category has predefined descriptors which, when com-
bined, provide a brief description of the use.

• When defining the use conditions, the aggregate state and concentration of the substance, the 
frequency and duration of use, the risk management measures and the operating conditions must be 
taken into account.

• For your convenience and for better harmonization, we have synchronized our findings within the 
industry. The resulting sector-specific, harmonized usage overview, along with nutshell descriptions 
indicating which laboratory activities can be related to which use descriptions, are available on request 
- contact us by email.

• Compare your own use conditions with those covered by the extended SDS.
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3. What to do if the extended SDS does not cover your use conditions

According to REACH articles 37 and 39, you have a 12-month period, starting when you receive a regis-
tration number in your supplier’s SDS, to cover your use. You have four options:

 Option 1:
  Check whether you can adapt your use conditions so that they are covered by the extended SDS you 

have received. Changing from an open to a closed application, improving your ventilation system or 
reducing the exposure time are possibly examples.

 Option 2:
  Communicate the missing use conditions via your supplier to the registrant and ask the registrant for 

exposure scenarios which cover your use conditions.

 Option 3:
  Report your use conditions to the ECHA and carry out your own chemical safety assessment. If you 

are using the substance in a quantity of more than one tonne (metric ton) per year, you must notify 
the ECHA within six months that you are conducting a chemical safety assessment yourself. If you 
use less than a tonne per year, you must only report your continued use to the ECHA. In this case, a 
chemical safety assessment is not necessary.

 Option 4:
  Switch to a supplier who can ensure your uses and cover your use conditions.

4. Further use of the new SDS information in your facility

Keep in mind that the new, additional information contained in the safety data sheets (including expo-
sure scenarios) that have been sent to you should be integrated into documents such as hazard assess-
ments, hazardous substance registers, operating instructions for dealing with hazardous substances and 
explosion protection documents. In addition, do not ignore the ramifications for other legal areas, such 
as the Hazardous Incident Ordinance or the regulations on the storage of hazardous substances.


